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North Sails for Racing

Better Sails, Continually Refined

Racing sailboats is the core of who we are at North Sails. Our
products, people and company are all focused around making
faster sails. At the center of this focus is enabling our customers
to perform better. We understand what it takes to win and our
mission is to help others reach their racing potential.

North Sails constantly strives to make better sails. Better
sails are stronger, lighter, smoother, lower stretch and faster.
We achieve these results though an unending quest for
improvement. Our company is founded on a culture of quality
and we are continually driven to improve our products,
manufacturing and materials.

Getting to the starting line is not easy. We understand the time
and commitment it takes to be prepared and we believe your
investment in racing should be rewarded. Improving performance
and your race results are what make the effort worthwhile.
Your success in racing depends not only on your skill, but
also upon the equipment you choose and how you use
it. We customize every racing sail for every customer and
we provide support along the way. North Racing Sails are
designed for optimum shape holding and constructed for
durability. Working with North Sails provides you with the
performance and value you need to win.

North Sails’ unrivaled sail products are the result of this
progressive approach to sailmaking. Throughout our
history, we have introduced industry-changing innovations
like the North Design Suite, 3D sailmaking and 3Di™
composite sails. North Racing Sails have won more races
than any other sailmaker in the world and continue to
break records.

Standard Racing Mainsail
Optimized for speed and power

Square Top Mainsails
Modern design, progressive twist

“We rocked the weekend! The
boat was very fast and we all
learned more which was great 2,2,2,1,1,1 - Won it before having
to do the last race!”
James Chalmers - Bengal Magic, J35,
3Di RAW™ Upwind - NPC V&S Series Downwind

Racing Genoas
Custom- designed to match your inventory

Racing Jibs
Maximum strength, low stretch and minimal weight

V Series Asymmetric Spinnakers
Superior performance and versatility

V Series Symmetric Spinnaker
Maximum power and stability

Are You Race Ready?
Being competitive means joining the fleet on the starting line.
Being prepared means that you are in control and capable of
improving your results. Whether you are Wednesday night
racing or aiming for a world championship, we know you are
serious about racing. North Sails can help you improve.
North Racing Sails are built to race and ready to win. You and
your crew are race ready when you have the skills, knowledge
and equipment to succeed.

V Series Asymmetric

V Series Symmetric

Detailed Consultation,
Expert Advice
Choosing the right racing sail for your needs can be
challenging. With so many materials and sail types available,
navigating the buying process can be daunting.

Patented Radial Revolution
Warp Oriented Woven Polyester

North Sails experts are here to bring clarity to the
conversation by discussing the performance implications
for your specific boat. With our wealth of knowledge we
will ensure you get a sail optimized to fit your boat, rig type,
rating rule, and local conditions. We make it easy to find
your perfect sail.
World Leading Panel Sail Laminates
High modulus aramid scrim, Polyester Film

-

Dare to Compete
and Lead the Way
Racing sailboats is about using your instincts and being
audacious. To really succeed, you need to challenge the
accepted order. Sharing the competitive spirit of the North
Sails team will help you do that.
Our products and services will help you plan your next move, push
yourself further and ultimately go where others can’t follow.

Speed Without Compromise
Spread Filament Molded Composite

Our Story
In 1957 a young engineer and Star class sailor named Lowell
North believed he could build a faster sail. Starting in a small San
Diego garage, he launched a progressive sailmaking company
that set the foundation for North Sails today. Applying an
engineer’s mind to a traditional craft, Lowell rapidly transformed
the sailing landscape with faster sail shapes, accelerated material
development and repeatable manufacturing processes.
North Sails has become the world’s leading sailmaker through
an ongoing commitment to superior performance, technical
innovation and elevating the sailing experience of our customers.
Outside the race course, North Sails offers leading designs with
proprietary sailcloth; allowing you the freedom to adventure on
your terms, with sails that perform better and last longer.
Our global sales and service network includes seven centralized
manufacturing centers, 159 sales and service locations and
1500 employees worldwide. With the most knowledgeable and
talented team in sailmaking, North Sails is uniquely qualified to
deliver a sailing experience that is beyond the ordinary.
Go North. Go Beyond.

NEED MORE INFO?
TALK TO A NORTH SAILS EXPERT

North Sails Global Headquarters
449 Thames Street, Suite 400
Newport, RI 02840 USA

